sides the above mentioned Eisenstein series for s = k > 3, r., r rational, we also obtain in §111 Hecke's generalized Eisenstein series for 5 = 2, while the case s = 7j = 7=0 gives us the transformation formula for log 77, 77 being Dedekind's 77 function.
ABSTRACT.
The classical Eisenstein series are essentially of the form 2, ((m + r.)z + n + rA , m, n ranging over integer values, Iraz > 0, r., r rational and s an integer > 2-In this paper we show that if s is taken to be complex the series, with r., r2 any real numbers, defines an analytic function of (z, s) for Imz > 0, Re s > 2. Furthermore this function has an analytic continuation over the entire s plane, exhibted explicitly by a convergent Fourier expansion.
A formula for the transformation of the function when z is subjected to a modular transformation is obtained and the special case of s an integer is studied in detail.
Introduction.
In this paper we are concerned with the function G (z, s, r., rA defined as the sum of the series 2 l/((m + r )z + n + r As, fot z having positive imaginary part, s an arbitrary complex number and r r arbitrary real numbers, ttz, tz range over all integer values. In §1 we define which branch of the 'multi-valued' complex power should be taken, and show that although the series converges only for Res > 2, G has an analytic continuation to all values of s. This is done by exhibiting a Fourier expansion for G convergent for all s. For r y r rational numbers and s an integer > 3 one sees that G coincides essentially with the classical Eisenstein series; this then is the reason for the title. A few more details on this will be found in §111. In §11 we determine how G transforms when z is subjected to a transformation z-► (az + b)/(cz + d) belonging to the modular group.
To put this paper in proper perspective we remark that its significance is not just in the formulas in §11 but also in that considering G as a function of the variable s, several classical functions are obtained for special values of s and r y r each of whose functional equations has always been derived separately while here they all appear as specializations of one general formula. Thus, be-In a previous paper [2] we considered the special case r. = r2 = 0 and only the modular transformation z ->-l/z. However, the present paper is independent of [2] , the latter's results being included here as particular instances of the general case.
I. We use the standard notations Z, R, C, for the integers, real numbers, Then for z £ K, We now introduce the series which is the basic concern of this paper. Let The two double series on the right side of (5) converge uniformly absolutely on compact subsets of K x C defining analytic functions of (z, s) £ji x C and the first series on the right side of (5) also has an everywhere finite analytic con- The reason is that one wishes to give prominence to s in which Ç, is analytic rather than x which enters as a parameter. From its definition L,(s, x) is analytic in s £ a. and it is known that it has a continuation over the entire s plane having only a simple pole at s = 1 with residue 1 and everywhere else finite. This and other facts about the £ function used in this paper can be found in [3, ter XIII]. For h > 0, e ~ is unbounded on SR as R -> oo so we turn to the arc of C R lying below L. But now we must take into account the discontinuity of z~s on the negative real axis before we can use the residue theorem.
It is convenient to shift this discontinuity to the negative imaginary axis-or -y axis, for short-so for the purpose at hand only, define where a _,(")= S,i ks . In this instance, also standard notation, the symbol a is not the real part of 5 as elsewhere.
Then (18) In any event then, G always gives a constant function of z for s a nonpositive integer, so that from a certain point of view A is the more interesting function. In particular we note the intriguing fact that A (z, 0) is closely related to a classical function, the Dedekind 77 function. We recall that this is defined by The function K is analytic on H x a, it being just the sum of a subseries of the series defining G and (26) shows that K must have a continuation to K x C.
Our goal is now to find, independently of (26), the continuation of K and our method will be to imitate as well as possible one of the methods used for the C function.
The basic tool is the identity T(s)/As = f°? us~ e~ udu, valid for complex À having Re À > 0 and a > 0. In fact, for À positive this is immediate from The formula (44) is somewhat complicated and furthermore has the drawback that it holds only for z restricted to the quadrant Q since otherwise the integrals defining í>* do not converge.
When s is an integer, though, we can simplify (44) and also obtain a formula valid for all z el. First, recall that at the end of §1 we showed that for s - Similarly when v = 0 as long as 7 is not an integer, while §(0, r) = 00 if 7 e Z.
We remark that we cannot actually calculate zS for that involves knowing the values of dçiv, r)/ds, which in general we (meaning the author) do not know. In any case, for s = v /= 0 we have from (51) that MV(z), v, r rA x(7.)(-l)v8iv, rA x(R.)8(i/, -R2) -= Hiz, v, R,, RA-- In the conclusion of this section we point out that some amusing and interesting calculations can be done with these formulas by putting in particular values of z. We shall leave this to the pleasure of the reader, pointing out one sample. In 
